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Figure S1. Electron density rearrangement due to the chain-substrate interaction in the TAPP chain 

unit on Au(111), for configurations with a gold adatom trapped underneath the acceptor molecule but 

for different protonation and switching states of the donor molecule (in the previous page: 2H, 1H: 

in this page: 0Hoff, 0Hon). The electron density rearrangement is calculated as the difference between 

the electron distribution in the total system, the substrate, and free-standing chain. Left panels: Side 

and top view of the stick and ball model obtained by the DFT calculation, and red/blue isosurfaces of 
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the electron distribution difference indicating excess/depletion of electrons (isovalue of ±0.0012 

|e|/Å3 in the side view and ±0.0008 |e|/Å3 in the top view for better rendering). Right panels: profiles 

of the electron distribution in the direction perpendicular to the Au(111) surface (z), obtained 

averaging on planes parallel to the surface: total (thick grey line), substrate (brown), molecular chain 

(blue) and difference magnified 500 times (black) calculated as explained for the isosurface images. 

For reference, some relevant atomic positions are indicated by dots: dark yellow: substrate Au layers; 

brown: trapped Au adatom; blue: N atoms of the TAPP chain; distances are referred to the average 

position of the Au surface layer. 

The major variations of the electron density distribution in the different configurations occur on the 

TAPP donor, and in particular switching between the 0Hoff  and 0Hon states in the fully deprotonated 

case. The differences are visible in the isosurface images as well as in the profile along z. The 

conformational switch of the TAPP donor is clearly visible comparing the side view of the stick and 

ball models of 0Hoff  and 0Hon and the position of the N atoms in the profile along z. 
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Figure S2. Profiles of the electron density difference due to the chain-substrate interaction in the 

TAPP chain unit on Au(111), in the direction perpendicular to the surface, for configurations with 

different protonation and switching states of the donor molecule. These profiles, shown separately in 

the right panels of Figure S1 (see caption of Figure S1 for more details), are reported here all in the 

same plot and with the position of only the highest and lowest N atoms in the 0Hoff  and 0Hon donor 

TAPPs, in order to ease the comparison and to better appreciate the changes between the two 

switching state of the deprotonated donor. Although the charge profiles are averaged also over the 

acceptor TAPP, which remains basically unchanged, it is clearly visible that the 0Hon donor TAPP is 

pushed towards the surface. 
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Figure S3. (a-d) Sequence of STM images showing a compact monolayer of TAPP where different 

molecules are modified either reversibly (square) or irreversibly (circle) by applying voltage pulses 

(Voltage > +2.0 V) with STM. (e) TAPPs without adatom underneath (“dark”) can be reversibly 

(square) switched under voltage pulse, which likely induces a conformational change in the TAPP. 

The “flat” conformation TAPP is unstable and easily switches back to the original saddle-shaped 

TAPP. (f) TAPPs with adatom (“bright”) underneath can be irreversibly (circle) modified under 

voltage pulse going from 2H-TAPP sitting atop (2H-SAT) to 1H-TAPP sitting atop (1H-SAT, one 

hydrogen removed), and finally to the metalated Au-TAPP. Image parameters: (a-d) V = -1.0 V, I = 

0.3 nA. 

 


